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STORIESOF THEYEAR
7.27 Entrepreneur
CIRCULATION: 13,401,239

http://bit.ly/2oAeagv

"Workforce Discrimination Is Costing 
Business $64 Billion Every Year”

LINK

Targets: Serves as the online home of the print magazine Entrepreneur. The site is a destination for users who are interested in 
starting, running, and growing a successful business. It is a business-to-business site that provides content, community, tools, 
and services to small and emerging businesses. Covers starting a business, home-based businesses, sales and marketing, 
money and finance, management, technology, and e-commerce. Reprints all of the articles from the print magazine.

8.15 Smart Business Online

CIRCULATION: 25,931

http://bit.ly/2asPcXj

“Workforce Discrimination Is Costing 
Business $64 Billion Every Year”

LINK

Targets: A website intended for small business owners and managers in 18 different cities across the United States. Allows 
the user to link to each Smart Business city and provides how-to articles for growing businesses as well as news and 
information from specialists and area professionals. Includes company profiles as well as reports on money, health care, 
telecommunications and technology.

V

III
8.16 Unite Virgina
CIRCULATION: 15,000

http://bit.ly/2pm92tp

Four Days to Change: Overcoming Workplace 
Discrimination & the LGBT Community’s 
Power to Transform the Economy

LINK

Targets: Unite Virginia is hosted by Unite Virginia, an LGBTQ Media Company with a mission is to promote equality through 
storytelling. The outlet covers LGBTQ issues and more in Virginia. DMA:Richmond-Petersburg, VA

III



8.23 Fox News
CIRCULATION: 26,045,609

http://fxn.ws/2qjgbdj

“Workforce Discrimination Is Costing 
Business $64 Billion Every Year”

LINK

Targets: Daily Designed as the Web site for the worldwide newsgathering operations of FOX News Channel. Provides visitors 
with the latest international and national reports, business news, weather and sports information. Also features content 
unique to the site such as in-depth reports on lifestyle, health, science and technology. 

V
8.24 Exchange Morning Post

CIRCULATION: 17,000

http://bit.ly/2c3MsDm

“Want to Double Your Business’ Cash Flow? Practice 
Diversity and Inclusion—and Really Mean It”

LINK

Targets: Edited for business and industry executives in the Waterloo region and Guelph area of Ontario. Focuses on business 
issues and trends, finance, management techniques and innovation. It is published by Exchange Magazine.

III
9.13 Reading Eagle
CIRCULATION: 244,748

http://bit.ly/2qjqmi4

Up front: Workplace discrimination can prove costly

LINK

Targets: Daily Reading Eagle is written for residents of the Reading and Berks County, PA. It covers local, regional, state, 
national and international news, as well as sports, business, entertainment and special news features. 

IV
9.28 IT Business Edge
CIRCULATION: 843,800

http://bit.ly/2p7J2n6

“Why White Men Hold Key to Driving  
Diversity, Inclusion in Tech”

LINK

Targets:  IT Business Edge targets technology and business executives working in the IT industry. Designed to help technology and business 
executives learn the latest and most successful strategies for protecting their networks from damaging security breaches, IT Business 
Edge covers topics such as virus/hotfix concerns, productivity-killing spam, VPN security, SSL (Secure Socket Layer), social engineering 
attacks, biometrics and other emerging technologies.

IV
9.29 Wall Street Journal

CIRCULATION: 47,624,650

http://on.wsj.com/2p7Hg5G

“Diversity Workshops Try to Get  
Friendlier to White Men”

LINK

Targets: Daily Wall Street Journal – Online targets finance and investement professionals, business professionals and consumers interested 
the markets and investing.

V



9.29 It Takes Two
CIRCULATION: 2,741,606

http://bit.ly/2qjegW3

“Companies Focus Diversity Training 
on White Men”

LINK

Targets:  KPCC is Southern California’s public radio news station, featuring the most NPR news in the region and a local newsroom that has 
won more than 197 awards for journalistic excellence. 

V
10.4 MINI Alive
CIRCULATION: 135,384

http://bit.ly/2oQ41bs

“Lack of Diversity in Tech Sector 
Harming Industry”

LINK

Targets:   MNI Alive is Marketing, News & Information Media. MNI Alive Media’s vision is to give media visibility to the voiceless and to the 
underexposed. 

IV
10.10 Light Reading
CIRCULATION: 135,384

http://ubm.io/2qc6yk7

“WiCipedia: Hiding Gender to Slip By 
vs. Flaunting It to Flourish”

LINK

Targets: Daily Light Reading covers telecom, cable, and Internet infrastructure. It contains news and analysis focusing both on emerging 
technology and business issues in the telecom, wireless, and cable industries. It features industry reports, interviews with professionals 
and financial news. IV
10.24 The Network Journal

CIRCULATION: 43,632

http://bit.ly/2pm4aET

“Diversity & Dilution”

LINK

Targets: Monthly The Network Journal is a quarterly print and online business magazine for Black professionals and business owners. 

III
11.28 Chicago Women
CIRCULATION: 18,230

http://bit.ly/2qaBQoK

“The Eight Critical Leadership Skills: What 
Speaks Loudest in the Workplace?”

LINK

Targets: Daily Chicago Woman (formerly called FW: Chicago) is a lifestyle magazine that speaks directly to professional women who live, 
work and play in Chicago. It tells the stories that empower women, while inspiring them to live their best lives, at the office and at home. 

III
12.2 TechRepublic
CIRCULATION: 2,062,881

http://tek.io/2pq0fZG

“Diversifying tech: Yes, White Men Can Be 
Part of the Solution and Not The Problem”

LINK

Targets: TechRepublic serves as the ultimate professional resource and community for members of the IT sector, including CEOs, CIOs, CFOs, CMOs, IT directors, IT 
managers, IT professionals, and everyone whose job requires making decisions about technology.  ily Chicago Woman (formerly called FW: Chicago) is a lifestyle magazine 
that speaks directly to professional women who live, work and play in Chicago. It tells the stories that empower women, while inspiring them to live their best lives,  
at the office and at home. V



12.20 The Muse
CIRCULATION: 983,888

http://muse.cm/2pDw16o

“Here’s How You Can Make Diversity 
More Than a Buzzword in Your Office”

LINK IV
DMA:National Frequency:Daily

12.28 The Kathryn Zox Show

CIRCULATION: 513,620

http://bit.ly/2p7VUtw

“Courageous Leaders Announced 
Amid Post-Election Turmoil”

LINK IV
Targets: Features lively interviews on wealth, health, and social issues.

1.23 IN Business Magazine

CIRCULATION: 513,620

http://bit.ly/2pDo4hh

“Workplace Discrimination  
Dialogue Needs a Full Table”

LINK III
Targets: Monthly Launched on November 1, 2010 and focused on the Greater Phoenix area’s businesses and industries. Includes 
coverage of management, technology, finance, sales and marketing, human resources and communications. Aims to help  
business leaders network, educate and provide information to each other. It is published by InMedia Co.

1.31

http://bit.ly/2qcvEQ5

“US Dept. of Labour Sues Oracle  
for Pay Discrimination”

LINK IV

MINI Alive
CIRCULATION: 135,384
Targets: MNI Alive is Marketing, News & Information Media. MNI Alive Media’s vision is to give media visibility to the voiceless 
and to the underexposed. 

2.2

http://bit.ly/2qb4x4Q

“Podcast with Michael Welp, PhD, co-founder, White Men As Full 
Diversity Partners, about how workplace discrimination equals 
$64 billion loss”

LINK III
Hispanic MPR

CIRCULATION: 47,203
Targets:  Covers general business topics. Also features Hispanic-specific coverage.

2.16 “White Men As Full Diversity Partners Co 
Founder Michael Welp is Today’s Honoree”

LINK III

Today’s Honoree
CIRCULATION: 10,080

Targets: Daily Features daily posts recognizing individuals for their accomplishments. Individuals are nominated by their 
peers and can include hometown heroes, entrepreneurs, co-workers, and family members. 



2.28

http://bit.ly/2pqsRly

“Up front: Diversity defined by White 
Men As Full Diversity Partners”

LINK IV

Reading Eagle
CIRCULATION: 244,748
Targets: Daily Reading Eagle is written for residents of the Reading and Berks County, PA. It covers local, regional, state, 
national and international news, as well as sports, business, entertainment and special news features. 

3.8

http://bit.ly/2oNu56u

“Men Learn to Push Workplace Diversity”

LINK III

Northeast Business Journal

CIRCULATION: 14,917
Targets: Monthly Edited for business owners, managers and professionals in the Northeastern Pennsylvania area. Coverage includes local 
business news, state and federal legislative issues and management techniques, with an emphasis on regional economic issues. Also covers 
corporate lifestyles, executive profiles, long-term care issues, management issues, leadership and local construction projects.

3.17

Clip With Client

“Tech Diversity”

LINK V

The Talk of Chicacgo

CIRCULATION: 10,166,907
Targets: The show covers current affairs, news, politics of interest to the community. Features guests and interviews.

3.30

http://bit.ly/2oQtYb6

“Study: Tech Sector’s Diversity Problems 
Run Deep”

LINK IV

MacTech
CIRCULATION: 61,264
Targets: Daily (Mon-Fri) News source addressing technical problems that programmers encounter daily. Solutions are presented through 
in-depth articles with working source code examples. Provides new product reviews, industry trends, insider information, and the latest 
shortcuts and insider secrets.

4.21

http://bit.ly/2pN8y20

“Fox News spent decades selling throwback masculinity. 
O’Reilly’s departure shows that’s bad business.”

LINK V

VOX
CIRCULATION: 10,618,845
Targets: Daily Aimed at explaining the news and presented by journalists with a thorough understanding of their topics of expertise. Features data 
journalism, breaking news analyses, fact run-downs and more. Provides context for sound bytes, trends and other viral topics. Also provides a platform 
for topically relevant think pieces and opinion.The website targets news consumers that are interested in understand all facets of the issue being 
covered.



4.21

http://bit.ly/2pN8y20

“Fox News spent decades selling throwback masculinity. 
O’Reilly’s departure shows that’s bad business.”

LINK V

VOX
CIRCULATION: 10,618,845
Targets: Daily Aimed at explaining the news and presented by journalists with a thorough understanding of their topics of expertise. Features data 
journalism, breaking news analyses, fact run-downs and more. Provides context for sound bytes, trends and other viral topics. Also provides a platform 
for topically relevant think pieces and opinion.The website targets news consumers that are interested in understand all facets of the issue being 
covered.

5.2

http://bit.ly/2y0hiqL

“Gender Parity By 2055: America cannot  
afford to wait that long”

LINK V

HR.com
CIRCULATION: 696,080
Committed to helping business and human resource professionals make smart human resources decisions by providing easy access to the information, resources, 
products and services necessary to successfully manage the people side of business. Provides news and columns to assist readers increase their business savvy, 
keep learning, and stay on top of issues affecting their job.

5.16

http://bit.ly/2z2siUz

“Bullying of LGBT employees in tech industry 
costs companies billions”

LINK IV

Startup Beat
CIRCULATION: 53,494
Daily This blog covers news from technology startups from across the United States. Features posts from founders or CEOs from technology startups that 
describe what their company does, value proposition, investors, product, goals and other key items that are key to providing an understanding of the company. 
Categories include Features, Funding, News, The Daily Beat and The StartUp Beat. 

6.12

http://bit.ly/2yObKyR

“Closing the STEM Gap: Promoting Gender  
Equity at All Levels”

LINK IV

Talent Culture
CIRCULATION: 156,512
Daily Focused on on a spectrum of workplace related topics, including careers, learning and development, business leadership, talent strategy, HR, recruiting, 
innovation management, work/life balance and more.

6.20

http://bit.ly/2xiqNNk

“Up front: Equitable compensation”

LINK IV

Reading Eagle
CIRCULATION: 441,889
Daily Focused on on a spectrum of workplace related topics, including careers, learning and development, business leadership, talent strategy, HR, recruiting, 
innovation management, work/life balance and more.



6.20

http://bit.ly/2rZpgvA

Closing the STEM Gap: Promoting 
Gender Equity at All Levels

LINK IV

Digitalist Magazine
CIRCULATION: 441,889
Daily Covers business innovations including thought leadership, mobility, cloud computing, dig data, real time analytics, and other topics. 

6.29

http://bit.ly/2y45fIK

Exactly Whose Job Is It to  
Tackle Gender Bias?

LINK III

Women 2.0
CIRCULATION: 33,460
Women 2.0 is the largest global brand for women in tech. Founded in April 2006, the company takes an action-oriented approach that directly addresses the 
pipeline from all sides: hiring, founding, investing and leading. The website is a unique content platform where startup founders, investors and innovators share 
their stories, tips and tricks and guidance.

7.11

http://bit.ly/2ix4MYK

This Change Must Come From 
Different Directions

LINK III

Above Whispers
CIRCULATION: 5,500
Women 2.0 is the largest global brand for women in tech. Founded in April 2006, the company takes an action-oriented approach that directly addresses the 
pipeline from all sides: hiring, founding, investing and leading. The website is a unique content platform where startup founders, investors and innovators share 
their stories, tips and tricks and guidance.

7.21

http://on.inc.com/2tStDpK

 44 Favorite Books of  
High Achievers

LINK V

Inc. Online
CIRCULATION: 19,140,903
Provides owners and decision-makers of companies, regardless of size or stage of maturity with access to a wide variety of top quality content to help in the 
day-to-day operation of their businesses. Offers innovative solutions from a diverse range of writers and specialists who provide fresh perspectives on managing 
people, finances, sales, marketing and technology.

7.27

http://bit.ly/2zADG6c

Corporate Inequality Causes 
Significant Drop in Customers

LINK III

HR Technologist
CIRCULATION: 19,140,903
HR Technologist is the world’s leading and dedicated source of unbiased research, news, and expert commentary relating to the explosive HR technology 
landscape.



8.1

http://bit.ly/2gBVIgR

Uber Needs More than a Quick Fix for their Diversity & 
Inclusion Problems By Bill Proudman, CEO Founder, WMFDP

LINK IV

HR.com
CIRCULATION: 19,140,903
Committed to helping business and human resource professionals make smart human resources decisions by providing easy access to the information, resources, 
products and services necessary to successfully manage the people side of business. Provides news and columns to assist readers increase their business savvy, 
keep learning, and stay on top of issues affecting their job. 

8.9

http://on.wsj.com/2lblUEc

At Google, Memo on Gender and 
Diversity Sparks Firestorm

LINK V

Wall Street Journal
CIRCULATION: 43,459,918
(Mon-Fri) targets finance and investement professionals, business professionals and consumers interested the markets and investing.

Publication Approached Client

8.9

http://fxn.ws/2zNm7kn

Memo Sparks Firestorm at Google

LINK V

Fox Business
CIRCULATION: 10,823,684
FOX Business Network is a cable and satellite news channel offering in-depth and breaking business and financial news coverage. . The network reaches a broad 
range of viewers in terms of gender, age and ethnicity and focuses on people interested in business and finance. 

8.16

http://bit.ly/2xkNzEB

Diversity Training Should Focus on 
Acceptance, Not Shaming

LINK IV

Chief Learning Officer

CIRCULATION: 97,255
Directed to senior-level corporate learning officers and executives responsible for the ongoing education and job-skills initiatives for the enterprise. Covers 
training and education impact on corporate productivity, providing information and resources to officers and executives directly involved in the development, 
implementation and funding of corporate training initiatives.

8.17

http://bit.ly/2yLugqU

Diversity Training Under Scrutiny 
Following Fallout With Google Employee

LINK IV

Workforce Online
CIRCULATION: 189,003
FOX Business Network is a cable and satellite news channel offering in-depth and breaking business and financial news coverage. . The network reaches a broad 
range of viewers in terms of gender, age and ethnicity and focuses on people interested in business and finance. 



8.22

http://bit.ly/2h5l33H

Bill Proudman talks about White Men as 
Full Diversity Partners

LINK IV

WYLD-FM
CIRCULATION: 235,230
WYLD-FM’s target audience is urban AC music listeners, ages 18 to 64, in the New Orleans area. The station airs locally at 98.5 FM. WYLD-FM’s newscasts air once 
an hour from 6am to 9am, CT. WYLD-FM has a sister station in WYLD-AM. The station’s tagline is “WYLD 98, The Adult Choice.” The station is owned by Clear 
Channel Radio. WYLD-FM uses the taglines “Wild 98.5” and “FM 98” as well as the slogan “The Adult Choice.”

8.22

AIRED LIVE

REPORT: Discussing Race at Work  
Eases Tensions

LINK III

Sharon Kay Show –  
What’s the 411

CIRCULATION: 22,704
The show is an award-winning syndicated empowerment and encouragement program. The popular talk show airs live twice a week from the studios of JAZZY 88 
WFSK at historic Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee on Wednesday afternoons from 4pm to 6pm and Sunday mornings from 7am to 9am.  What’s the 411? 
With Sharon Kay is widely listened to both locally and on the internet.  In its 16th year in 2017, the program can now boast of surpassing 2,500 shows.

10.3

PRINT

The Google Memo that Brought the  
CEO Home From Vacation

LINK III

Multilingual
CIRCULATION: 41,230
MultiLingual is the magazine for the language industry and businesses with global communication needs. Covers the rapidly growing field of international 
language technology and global business communications.

11.1

http://bit.ly/2Ah9Btj

Tech Sector’s Lack of Diversity is About 
More Than the Lack of Numbers

LINK IV

The Glass Hammer
CIRCULATION: 75,720
 Focuses on women executives in finance, law, technology and business. 

11.7

PRINT

Leadership in Diversity

LINK III

The Network Journal
CIRCULATION: 43,632
 The Network Journal is a quarterly print and online business magazine for Black professionals and business owners. 



11.10

http://on.wsj.com/2jiEolE

The Workplace After Harvey Weinstein: 
Harassment Scandals Prompt Rapid Changes

LINK V

Wall Street Journal
CIRCULATION: 43,630,336
Online targets finance and investement professionals, business professionals and consumers interested the markets and investing.

http://bit.ly/2BfvpJq

The Benefits of Inclusion

LINK IV

Human Resource Executive

CIRCULATION: 134,989
HREOnline targets vice presidents and directors of human resources. Created primarily for vice presidents and directors of human resource departments in 
companies and nonprofit organizations with 500 or more employees. Focuses on strategic issues in HR and informs human resource decision-makers in large 
companies on matters of training and development, employee benefits, HRIS, Web-based solutions, retirement planning, testing and appraisal, as well as 
relocation and health and safety issues. 

11.21

http://bit.ly/2kcszKO

The Case for Including White Men in the 
Corporate Diversity Discussion

LINK III

Your Thought Partner

CIRCULATION: 31,719
Shares high-level tips on leadership effectiveness, internal communications, employee engagement, and a variety of other topics on the minds of leaders and 
communicators.

12.11



4830 West  Kennedy Blvd. ,  Ste 600 |  Tampa,  FL 33609 |  (888)  202-4614

White Men As Full Diversity Partners (WMFDP) is a diversity and leadership development firm 
founded in 1996 by Bill Proudman, Michael Welp, Ph.D., and JoAnn Morris in Portland, Oregon. 
WMFDP takes an unorthodox approach towards eradicating bias and discrimination in the 
workplace. Its client list includes Alaska Airlines, Dell, Lockheed Martin, Northwestern Mutual, 
Chevron Drilling & Completions, The Nature Conservancy, Mass Mutual, and others. The majority 
of C-level executives are white and male, and they are frequently omitted from a vital role in 
diversity and equality. Proudman and Welp observed that these critical subjects were not being 
taken to the doorstep of these leaders—all to the detriment of struggling minorities and the 
economy as a whole. With a background that includes extensive field work in post-Apartheid 
South Africa in the early 1990s, Proudman and Welp have dedicated the last two decades to 
educating and engaging leaders of any race, color, gender or orientation. Welp is the author of 
the book, Four Days to Change. With an insightful foreword by Proudman, the book chronicles 
the journey from rural South Africa to the boardrooms of America—all to lay the groundwork of 
a global paradigm shift.

ABOUT:


